Introduction
The efficient overexpression of proteins is a prerequisite for successful structure determination. Structural genomics studies on a wide range of soluble protein targets over more than a decade have shown that more than 40% of the constructs failed due to limited expression ( Figure 1 ). The high failure rate is a result of the use of standardized approaches, and can serve as a baseline for a structure determination project on a specific target. To alleviate these ominous statistics, a number of approaches have been adopted which address recombinant protein expression. The use of parallel cloning strategies employing different construct lengths and purification tags can increase success rate to a certain extent [1] . Alternatively, larger amounts of protein can be obtained by scaling up expression using large-scale fermentation [2] . However, large-scale fermentation often requires optimization to address problems of plasmid loss, oxygen deprivation and pH fluctuation [3] .
A more cost-effective approach is the optimization of the protein source, either by opting for a protein species of high natural abundance, or by using an efficient recombinant expression system. Traditionally, selecting protein homologues from species that can be purified from natural source has been rather successful [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Nevertheless, there is an increasing need to obtain the structure of a protein from a particular species, in order to assess species-specific functional aspects. Structures of human or murine proteins involved in the immune or nervous system can help to relate the effect of specific point mutants or posttranslational modifications. Similarly, structural analysis of virulent proteins from bacterial pathogens can reveal species-specific details important for drug design. In this review, we focus on the opportunities that gene synthesis provides to optimize recombinant protein expression of specific protein targets.
Application of synthetic genes for protein production
The use of synthetic genes for the production of proteins for structural characterization is widespread. In general, gene synthesis may expedite the production of a series of constructs with engineered restriction sites. It is often preferred to the use of cDNA, which can contain several isoforms or splice variants. For target proteins identified from metagenomes or extremophiles, gene synthesis may provide the only route to protein expression, because cDNA is not available. Protein expression from codonoptimized genes has been especially successful for proteins involved in cell signalling whose native codon sequence can be strongly regulated, such as Irisin [9] , Parkin [10] and Netrin [11] . Codon optimization has also uncovered hidden levels of gene regulation that are encoded in codon bias. Codon optimization of the FRQ protein involved in the regulation of circadian rhythms resulted in a loss of function, although expression levels were increased [12 ] . Codon optimization also revealed a hidden quality control mechanism encoded in the gene of the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR), an anion channel membrane protein [13] . Similarly, optimization of the CTP1L endolysin gene led to the discovery of a secondary translation site that produced a truncated protein. The truncated protein forms a 1:1 complex with the full length protein, and lysis activity is substantially reduced when the secondary translation site is removed by codon optimization [14] . Toll-like receptors (TLRs) contain leucine-rich domains, and it was shown through targeted leucine codon optimization that transcription of TLRs is regulated by leucine codons to balance the abundance of certain receptors [15] . It is clear that gene synthesis may provide even unexpected benefits, but there are also numerous reports were it leads to reduced protein yield [16, 17] .
Adapting codon usage of target genes using codon optimization algorithms
Exploiting gene synthesis for transgene expression enables researchers to influence the multitude of variables controlling protein yield. The biased usage of synonymous codons has a strong effect on protein expression [18 ] . Species-specific differences in this so-called codon bias can result in tRNA depletion, which slows down protein translation. This effect can be in part compensated by using an expression host that expresses rare tRNAs [16] , however this is often insufficient [19] .
An extensive collection of software tools (Table 1) are available to analyze codon usage and identify unwant-ed features that have been identified to hamper expression (Table 2) . Gene design tools enable researchers to optimize the sequence of their gene of interest (GOI) [20] . A common strategy to manipulate codon bias to maximize protein translation is based on the 'codon adaptation index' (CAI) [21] . CAI is a species-specific index for codon frequency based on a set of highly expressing genes. Individual genes can then be analyzed, comparing the actual codons used to a fully optimized gene that contains only the most frequently used codons. It should be noted that CAI maximization does not necessarily correlate with high protein yield [22] [23] [24] [25] . In general, the best results using CAI optimization are obtained when a subset of less frequent codons is replaced, after which a secondary list of criteria should be optimized involving DNA and RNA sequence elements that can negatively influence expression of the GOI (Table 2 ). It appears some features of codon bias are universal for all expression systems, whereas others are specific for prokaryotic or eukaryotic expression.
Codon optimization algorithms will generally allow adjustment of several of these undesirable sequence properties simultaneously [20, [26] [27] [28] , although the weight given to each sequence parameter varies between different algorithms. It is important to note that proprietary CAI-based codon optimization algorithms adjust a subset of rare codons in a random manner. As a result, gene optimization is ambiguous, since the replacement of rare codons is not based on empirical data. Species-specific gene optimization routinely involves the use of the species-relevant CAI index, taking into account the codon frequency of the particular species. Other factors that affect for example eukaryotic protein expression are most often not considered, because the influence on expression levels is poorly understood.
Recent insights into the relationship between mRNA, protein expression and protein folding
It is obvious that codon-mediated translational control is not yet well understood, and further insight will benefit gene design for protein expression. Recent studies indicate that rare codons may play different roles, such as safeguarding mRNA structure [29] , depending on their positioning within the gene. A large scale study on bacterial genes expression in Escherichia coli under a common promotor system revealed that mRNA stability correlates with expression levels [30 ] . However, there is a difference in the effect between the 'head' of the gene (covering approximately 16 codons) and the rest of the gene. In the 'head', the mRNA structure is more important, whereas the rest of the gene is rather affected by codon-mediated translation elongation efficiency. This phenomenon is likely a universal property for both prokaryotic and eukaryotic protein expression [31] . Cell-free expression studies have shown that universal translation initation tags can be introduced upstream of the GOI that boost expression both 156 New constructs and expression of proteins in bacterial and eukaryotic systems [32, 33] . To boost protein expression, it may be sufficient to modify the codon usage at the 'head' of the gene in order to optimize the mRNA structure for efficient translation initiation, and leave the codon sequence of the rest of the gene intact.
In prokaryotes, translation of a transcript is initiated before the transcription process is complete, due to the recruitment of ribosomes to the newly synthesized mRNA. In genes which are not highly expressed, the translation efficiency is not necessarily correlated with protein synthesis rates, as ribosome profiling studies have shown [34] [35] [36] . These studies point to another level of regulation, where codon usage affects protein folding and post-translational modifications. A bioinformatics analysis in E. coli revealed that putative translational attenuation sites are widespread, and were identified in about 60% of protein coding sequences [37] . In this study, Li et al. proposed that these internal Shine-Dalgarno sequences are the main determinants of translation elongation rates in bacteria allowing for translational pausing where necessary.
Bioinformatic analyses indicate that rare codon clusters are found in a wide variety of genes, especially in the 5 0 and 3 0 termini [38] [39] [40] . Such clusters are thought to slowdown the ribosome during translation elongation in order to allow co-translational protein folding [41] [42] [43] . Slow elongation is especially important in case of membrane protein targeting [44 ,45,46] . As a consequence, modifying the codons involved in the regulation of translation speed can culminate in protein misfolding. In one particular case, the replacement of frequently used codons by rare codons at domain boundaries resulted in an improved solubility of an enzyme produced in E. coli due to slower translation rate at these sites [47] . To circumvent deleterious effects of codon usage during cotranslational protein folding, Angov et al. proposed a socalled codon harmonization strategy where rare codons are positioned where domain boundaries were predicted [48, 49] . When compared to conventional codon optimization, this strategy resulted in improved expression level and soluble protein yield when overexpressing optimized genes from the eukaryotic parasite Plasmodium falciparum
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The interface between the synthetic gene and the expression vector
It is important to keep in mind that the mRNA produced to translate into protein is often not limited to the synthetized gene, but contains fragments derived from the expression vector. In fact, the challenge to optimize recombinant protein expression involves three intersecting areas. First, the choice of expression host, second, the selection of the expression vector [50] and third, the GOI (Figure 2) . Much research has been done to optimize expression vectors adapted to the expression host. However, the adaptation of the GOI towards the expression vector is often neglected. Most bacterial vector systems are used as plug-and-play, where the GOI is inserted downstream of a vector-encoded ribosome binding site (RBS). As part of the 5 0 untranslated region (5 0 UTR), the RBS controls the rate of ribosome recruitment as well as Optimization triangle illustrating the key determinants in recombinant protein expression. The inset illustrates the anatomy of a typical bacterial overexpression vector belonging to the popular pET-series in the region surrounding the insertion site of the GOI. The asterisk indicates a potential scar resulting from the cloning strategy. Can induce premature termination of translation [102, 103] the efficiency of translation initiation [51] . It is generally assumed that the mRNA sequence of the 5 0 UTR of an expression vector is optimized in order to maximize the translational efficiency of the GOI within a particular host. However, the mRNA structure of the initial 40 coding nucleotides can be crucial to obtain high protein expression levels, given that in general strong secondary structure (due to e.g. high GC content) inhibits efficient translation initiation [22,24,52-55,56 ,57 ]. An additional global observation is the relatively higher abundance of rare codons in the initial 30-50 codons [58] . The correlation between the presence of rare codons and weak mRNA structure in the 5 0 end of coding sequences is still under debate [55] .
In typical bacterial vectors, the 5 0 end of the coding sequence (excluding the GOI) often encodes secretion signals, affinity tags, fusion proteins or linker remnants resulting from cloning, but the mRNA structure in this region is rarely scrutinized (Figure 2 ). This may explain why the expression of some proteins is strongly affected by the placement of a tag on either the N-terminus or Cterminus or by the length and sequence of the linker region between tag and first codon of the transgene. Nterminal tags may have evolved towards optimal mRNA structure, thus increasing expression of some proteins with a peculiar codon sequence at the start of the gene. For example, it has been shown that addition of a leader sequence can overcome the notoriously low expression of AT-rich genes in E. coli [59] . On the basis of the recent evidence on the importance of codon usage at the translation initiation site, the choice of any expression vector should include a review of this region. If the protein expression is suboptimal, it could be worthwhile to optimize elements involved in translation initiation upstream of the GOI and include these in gene synthesis.
In eukaryotes, translation initiation is an intricate stepwise process orchestrated by multiple components. Extensive studies in Saccharomyces cerevisiae in particular revealed that key regulatory elements, i.e. translation initiation motifs and secondary structures in the 5 0 -UTR, modulate protein abundance [58, [60] [61] [62] . One particularly successful approach to manipulate protein yield in mammalian cells has been the incorporation of viral introns and optimized Kozak sequences into the translation initiation sequence of the corresponding expression vectors [63] . Translation termination can also be promoted by the introduction of viral introns such as the post-transcriptional regulatory element derived from woodchuck hepatitis virus [64] . It is expected that further large-scale investigations into the regulation of eukaryotic protein translation will yield more elements that can boost protein expression.
Concluding remarks
Economically attractive access to gene synthesis has enabled optimization of gene sequences in order to improve recombinant protein expression. Hence, species-specific gene optimization using proprietary algorithms can increase protein yield. Unfortunately, predicting the output of the different optimization algorithms is still a major challenge, especially for membrane and secreted proteins, due to the many parameters influencing codon usage. It would be a great advance if commonly used codon optimization algorithms were improved in the future to incorporate the new insights obtained in recent years with respect to codon usage. This will probably involve segmentation of the gene, where each segment has different requirements for codon optimization, including segments for translation initiation, domain boundaries and sites for post-translational modifications.
Optimized protein translation initiation could be addressed by vector design, rather than codon optimization of the gene of interest. Indeed, synonymous exchange of a small number of codons or introducing non-coding secondary structure elements at the 5 0 -end of a gene can already be sufficient for a significant increase in expression levels [65, 66] . This can be combined with gene fragment synthesis, consisting of linear DNA fragments that can be used for direct cloning into expression vectors or as template for PCR amplification. In this respect, the Biobricks movement (http://biobricks.org/) is a promising initiative to deliver direct access to tools to make proteins from genetically optimized building blocks [67] .
The expectation is that broad studies on the relationship between codon usage and tRNA abundance as well as mRNA structure and stability will lead to a set of robust rules for gene design. This will further enable efficient protein expression that is affordable for the larger molecular biology community.
